Software Productivity

“Years ago, when I first started to hear of Harlan Mills and his ideas, I gave them short shrift. . . . It was an act of pure prejudice, not against Iowa farm boys or baseball fans, but against mathematicians. . . .

“It was my loss, as I discovered when I was finally shamed into reading some of his actual work. . . . What I discovered was a thinker with a remarkable gift for exposing the origin and development of his ideas, and for taking the reader on the same intellectual voyage he himself had taken.

“Of course, if the ideas had not been absolutely first-rate, the voyage would not have been worth the fare, regardless of Harlan’s talents as a writer. But, as you well know, they were first-rate ideas—ideas that have had a profound influence on software productivity all over the world. . . .

“In Software Productivity, we have not merely the development of one significant idea, but the development of a whole set of interrelated ideas. . . . It is a chance to see into the mind of one of the profound thinkers of our industry—or any industry. By following this chronological development of ideas, the reader’s problem-solving style will be subtly changed. Mine was. I may not have learned much from those other mathematicians, but Harlan Mills has been my real teacher. You are lucky that he can now be yours.”

—Gerald M. Weinberg
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In this book, Harlan D. Mills has been my real teacher. You are lucky that he can now be yours.